
 

AIR Avionics is excited to announce that the popular iGlide and iPilot navigation apps will be 
acquired by NaviLogic bringing enhanced features to pilots. 

As a fellow pilot and founder of NaviLogic, Jip von Akker is thrilled to take over the 
development of the Apps, which already made a positive impact in the flying community. Jip 
understands the unique needs of pilots and is excited to channel that passion into a renewed 
life for the apps. 

"I'm thrilled to be taking the reins of the apps" said Jip van Akker. "As a fellow glider pilot, I 
understand the value of having a reliable navigation aid during cross-country flights, and I look 
forward to enhancing the app suite with new features and capabilities that meet the needs of 
glider pilots." 

The app suite includes several tools that make it easier for glider pilots to navigate and plan 
their flights. These include a moving map, airspace warnings, and more. With the acquisition 
by NaviLogic, pilots can look forward to even more features and capabilities that will improve 
their flying experience. 

"We are excited to see how NaviLogic will 
channel their passion for flying into the 
development of the apps," said the Marc 
Förderer of AIR Avionics. "We are 
confident that this acquisition will bring 
about positive changes and improvements 
to the app suite, and we look forward to 
seeing the continued growth of iGlide and 
iPilot.“ 

During the take-over, the iGlide and iPilot 
apps will not be available in the App Store. 
Existing customers can continue to use 
the latest version. Further details on the 
launch of the updated apps will be 
revealed soon. Meanwhile, stay updated by 
visiting www.iglide.app. 
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A FRESH START FOR IGLIDE AND IPILOT 
APP SUITE ACQUIRED BY NAVILOGIC 



AIR Avionics develop avionics systems for aircraft and ground applications in the fields of 

communication, air traffic control, and traffic detection. The AIR Avionics team develops all 

aspects of their products in-house. The competencies range from mechanics, electronics, and 

radio frequency engineering to software for safety-critical systems. 

AIR Avionics focuses on General Aviation in Europe. However, the company is active 

worldwide, also for commercial aviation and government customers. In addition to standard 

products, AIR Avionics also develops technology components and adapts products for special 

applications.  

The company maintains two locations in southern Germany. It operates exclusively in 

Germany, is fully equity-financed and managed by a team of all five founders. The complete 

value chain, from development to production to sales, takes place within the commercially 

and technologically independent company. 

AIR Avionics products are sold via the AIR Store to end customers, manufacturers, 

maintenance companies, and distributors. 
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